
COURSE TITLE  :  WORKING DRAWING II 
COURSE CODE  :  5183     
COURSE CATEGORY :  A 
PERIODS/WEEK  :  3 
PERIODS/SEMESTER :  39 
CREDITS  :  2 
 

TIME SCHEDULE 

MODULE TOPIC PERIODS 

I Sanitary Details 12 

II Toilet Details 12 

III Electrical Layout  & Kitchen detailing 6 

IV Structural detailing 9 

TOTAL 39 

Course Objective : 

Sl. Sub Student will be able to 

1 

1 
 

To draw detailed plan and sections of different sanitary fixtures 
 

2 
 
To draw plumbing layout of residence. 
 

3 
 
To draw plumbing layout of residence. 
 

2 

1 
 

To identify symbols used in electrical layout. 
 

2 
 
To draw detailed electrical layout of residential buildings- 

3 
 
To prepare working drawings of Kitchen 
 

3 1 
To draw typical reinforcement details of structural members 

 



Upon completion of the course the student should be able to: 
 

MODULE I: SANITARY DETAILS 

1.1.0. Draw detailed plan and sections of sanitary works 
 

1.1.1. Draw detailed plan and section of septic tank. 
1.1.2. Draw plan and sections of soak pit. 
1.1.3. Draw Plan and section of inspection chambers 

 
1.2.0. Draw Details of water tank and rain water harvesting tank 

 
1.3.0. Draw plumbing layout of residence 

. 
MODULE II: TOILET DETAILS 
        2.1.0. Draw detailed drawing of layout of toilet. 

                  2.1.1. Draw fixing detail of wash basin, Indian water closet, European water closet, urinals                        

                             and traps  

MODULE III: ELECTRICAL LAYOUT & KITCHEN DETAILING 

      3.1.0. Draw electrical drawing 
 
          3.1.1. Identify symbols used in electrical layout. 
          3.1.2. Draw detailed electrical layout of residential buildings 
  3.2.0. Prepare working drawings of Kitchen 
         3.2.1. Draw fixing details of gadgets in kitchen   

Module IV: Structural detailing 

  4.1.0. Draw typical reinforcement details of singly and doubly reinforced beams, cantilevered  
           beams, column, simply supported one way slab& two way slab 

 
CONTENT DETAILS 

 
 
MODULE— Sanitary Details  
 
Detailed plan and sections of sanitary works- - septic tank-- soak pit-- inspection chamber-- water tank 
and rain water harvesting tank--plumbing layout of residence. 
  
 
MODULE II:- Toilet Details 



 Draw detailed drawing of layout of toilet-- fixing detail of wash basin, Indian water closet, European 
water closet, urinals  and traps  

MODULE III-- Electrical Layout & Kitchen detailing  

 Draw electrical drawing- symbols used in electrical layout--detailed electrical layout of residential 
buildings--working drawings of Kitchen-- fixing details of gadgets in kitchen   
 
MODULE IV-- Structural detailing 
 
Typical reinforcement details of singly and doubly reinforced beams, cantilevered beams, column, 
simply supported one way slab& two way slab 
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